DDMC-p53 gene therapy with or without cisplatin and microwave ablation

Abstract: Lung cancer remains the leading cause of death in cancer patients. Severe treatment side effects and late stage of disease at diagnosis continue to be an issue. We investigated whether local treatment using 2-diethylaminoethyl-dextran methyl methacrylate copolymer with p53 (DDMC-p53) with or without cisplatin and/or microwave ablation enhances disease control in BALBC mice. We used a Lewis lung carcinoma cell line to inoculate 140 BALBC mice, which were divided into the following seven groups; control, cisplatin, microwave ablation, DDMC-p53, DDMC-p53 plus cisplatin, DDMC-p53 plus microwave, and DDMC-p53 plus cisplatin plus microwave. Microwave ablation energy was administered at 20 W for 10 minutes. Cisplatin was administered as 1 mL/mg and the DDMC-p53 complex delivered was 0.5 mL. Increased toxicity was observed in the group receiving DDMC-p53 plus cisplatin plus microwave followed by the group receiving DDMC-p53 plus cisplatin. Infection after repeated treatment administration was a major issue. We conclude that a combination of gene therapy using DDMC-p53 with or without cisplatin and microwave is an alternative method for local disease control. However, more experiments are required in a larger model to identify the appropriate dosage profile.
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Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death, and has an increasing incidence. Lung cancer is rarely diagnosed in its early stages because of lack of symptoms. The survival rate after surgery is based on stage at the time of diagnosis, particularly if there is lymph node involvement. Moreover, current intravenous treatment has severe side effects, which in many situations increase the cost to the health care system because of additional days of hospitalization. Therefore, novel local treatments are required in order to control the disease with less side effects. Several local modalities have been administered, either in the form of aerosol, gene therapy, intratumoral therapy, or ablation. However, there are safety concerns with several of the novel therapies, and the benefit of less systemic side effects is very important for patients. Each local treatment modality has come with its own advantages and disadvantages. In the case of aerosol chemotherapy or aerosol gene therapy, the tumor had to be less than 5 cm in diameter, otherwise administration would not be effective. Regarding intratumoral chemotherapy, a technical method had to be applied in order to reach the tumor and efficiently deliver the drug either through multiple needle punctures or by an endobronchial approach. In both cases, a major obstacle was encountered, ie, efficient drug diffusion. Passive and active transport are the two major methods via which a drug diffuses within tissue. Passive transport depends on the physical ability of each...
substance to penetrate the tissue and diffuse appropriately, whereas active transport is a targeted approach based on antibodies that are used for penetration of specific tissue. Cancer tissue is not homogeneous, and in some situations an abscess is observed within a mass. Neoangiogenesis is another problem, and causes hemorrhage in many tumors, so caution is needed during administration. Local therapy, in the form of ablation, radiofrequency, or microwave, can be used in many cases of lung cancer.

The major obstacle with regard to local ablation remains tumor size. Tumors larger than 5 cm in diameter are difficult to handle with this type of treatment. The thermal effect depends on the extracellular matrix of the tumor, and the suggestion has been made to modify the matrix in order for the tumor tissue to be able to absorb more thermal energy by administering, eg, liposomal agents prior to thermal ablation or simultaneously. Nanocarriers have been investigated and found to show the enhanced permeability and retention effect. Drugs with nanocarriers have increased local deposition and diffusion.

The enhanced permeability and retention effect can be controlled by heat shock protein 32 and carbon monoxide. Further, addition of polyethylene glycol has been observed to improve the enhanced permeability and retention effect, allowing sustained release of the drug since it cannot be recognized by macrophages. In a previous study using BALBC mice, we investigated whether simultaneous administration of lipiodol with cisplatin and/or microwave energy would enhance the thermal effect and increase apoptosis. However, it was observed that lipiodol in its current form does not diffuse homogeneously, so the thermal effect is not enhanced. Further, when lipiodol was administered with cisplatin and microwave energy, there was increased toxicity. In this study, we investigated the novel non-viral vector, 2-diethylaminoethyl-dextran methyl methacrylate copolymer with p53 (DDMC-p53) with or without simultaneous administration of cisplatin and/or microwave ablation. Here we present data for diffusion of this gene therapy complex within the tumor tissue and its efficiency according to treatment group.

**Animals and methods**

**Mice**

One hundred and forty BALBC mice aged 7–8 weeks were purchased from the experimental laboratory at Theiogeneio Anticancer Hospital and divided into seven groups. Our institution has authorization for production and experimentation on mice (EL 25 BIO 011, EL 25 BIO 013). The mice were isolated (one mouse per cage) in a temperature-controlled room on a 12-hour light-dark cycle and were allowed free access to food and water. A Lewis lung carcinoma (CRL-1642™) cell line was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). The cells were routinely cultured in 25 cm² tissue culture flasks containing Roswell Park Memorial Institute (American Type Culture Collection, 30-2002) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Biochrom, Darmstadt, Germany) according to the supplier’s instructions. The cell line was incubated at 37°C in 5% CO₂. The cell doubling time was 21 hours. At confluence, the cells were harvested with 0.25% trypsin and then resuspended at 1.5 × 10⁶ cells in 0.15 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (Biochrom) that was injected into the mice. The suspension was inoculated subcutaneously (using a 27-gauge needle, 1.5 × 10⁶ cells) into the back of each mouse (Figure 1). The tumor volume was measured once weekly using bidimensional diameters (by caliper) with the equation $V = \frac{1}{2}ab²$, where $a$ represents the length and $b$ represents the width (mm²). The tumor was grown on the back of each mouse. When an approximate tumor volume of 100 mm³ was reached, the animals were randomly divided into the following seven groups, with 20 mice in each group: control, cisplatin, microwave energy, DDMC-p53, DDMC-p53 plus cisplatin, DDMC-p53 plus microwave, and DDMC-p53 plus cisplatin plus microwave energy.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/image1.jpg) Injection used to apply Lewis lung carcinoma cells.
Gene therapy

The non-viral vector was purchased from Ryujyu Science Corporation (Seto City, Japan) by WH-S and PZ. This vector has the following characteristics: it is a rapid and easy procedure to perform, is stable for sterilization by autoclaving at 121°C for 15 minutes, has broad peak performance, is amenable to high-throughput screening, shows no serum inhibition, it is a broad cell line range, and has the best results with small interfering RNA, excellent reproducibility, low toxicity in comparison with DEAE-dextran, high efficiency with use of low amounts of DNA, high DNase protection by DNase degradation, and a favorable price/value ratio.

The p53 plasmid was purchased from Addgene Laboratory (Cambridge, MA, USA) by KZ. Enhanced green fluorescent protein is expressed from this plasmid as a marker, but it is not a fusion protein. Cre causes the enhanced green fluorescent protein to be recombined out of the construct, activating expression of short hairpin RNA (pSico vector backbone, with the vector type being mammalian expression, lentiviral, RNA interference, Cre/Lox). The procedure used for preparation of the complex (non-viral vector, p53) has been described previously, and 0.2 mL was injected into each tumor at three different sites (Figures 2 and 3).

Chemotherapy agent

The non-specific cytotoxic agent cisplatin (Onco-Tain™; Hospira UK, Ltd) 100 mg/100 mL was obtained from our pulmonary oncology department at G Papanikolaou General Hospital, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece.

Microwave ablation system

A Valleylab™ microwave ablation generator system, manufactured for Valleylab, a division of Tyco Healthcare Group LP Boulder, (Boulder, CO, USA) was kindly provided by Joshua Stopek (Figure 4).

Treatment administration

We performed the experiment within 4 weeks of the median tumor volume reaching 100 mm³, based on our previous experience. All mice were euthanized when week 4 arrived. We also sacrificed a mouse from each group after the first administration of therapy to obtain samples for pathology. Administration of the DDMC complex was performed with a 27-gauge needle (Figure 1), although we observed that the solution was thick and difficult to handle. All solutions/drug volume dosage that had to be injected into the tumor was administered at different sites on the tumor surface. Treatment was administered twice per week. A survival record was kept for each group. One milliliter of cisplatin was administered at each treatment session. The microwave ablation spike was able to be inserted into the center of the tumor, since the tumor was not larger than 1 cm in diameter in most cases. As indicated by the manufacturer (http://surgical.covidien.com/products/ablation-systems/microwave-ablation/evident-mwa-antennas), there is no need to insert an additional spike for this tumor diameter. The application was performed using 20 W over 10 minutes. We used a 17 cm spike. Each spike was inserted only 0.5–1 cm into the center of the tumor. We used a reduced microwave energy of 20 W because the 45 W used in our previous experiment was very toxic. We administered 0.5 mL of the DDMC-p53 complex at three different sites in the tumor.

Results

We investigated whether gene therapy prior to microwave ablation can enhance the effect of chemotherapy or microwave ablation. We observed increased toxicity in the group treated using the DDMC-p53 complex simultaneously with cisplatin and microwave ablation (median survival 6 days). Moreover, more than ten mice died immediately after administration of the experimental treatment. Moreover, increased...
DEAE-dextran-MMA graft-copolymer (DDMC)

\[
[(C_6H_7O_2(OH)_{3-a} \cdot (OX)_{a/2} \cdot H_2O^-)]_m \rightarrow [-CH_2C(CH_3)C(COOCH_3]-_m
\]

\[
[X: -(CH_2)_{2/3}R1 (R1 is \text{NH}^+ (C_2H_5)_2 \text{Cl}^- \text{or } \text{N}^+ (C_2H_5)_2 \text{C}_2H_2 \text{NH}^+ (C_2H_5)_2 \text{Cl}^-)]_a, \text{a is positive number of } 0 < a < 3, \text{ } x \text{ is natural number of } 50,000 < x \leq 5, \text{ and } m \text{ is natural number of } 20 \text{ to } 200,000
\]

Figure 3 Molecular structure of the non-viral vector DDMC.

Toxicity was observed in the DDMC-p53 plus cisplatin group, however this group survived longer (median group survival 15 days) than the previous group. The group that received DDMC-p53 and cisplatin had a median survival of 15 days. The group with cisplatin had a median survival of 16 days. The group that received microwave ablation alone had the longest survival (19 days), probably due to the low toxicity of the therapy. The control group had a median survival of 12 days. Infection developed in several cases due to repeated syringe puncture, and we suspect that the survival time could be different if the drugs were administered using a different method (Figures 5–12). The gene therapy was administered first, followed an hour later by cisplatin or microwave ablation depending on the treatment group. The volume of cisplatin was divided in three different sites of the tumor within a triangle.

Discussion

Non-specific cytotoxic agents are considered the tip of the arrow in the treatment of lung cancer. In the case of adenocarcinoma, the effects of use of epidermal growth factor and anaplastic lymphoma kinase before administration of a standard chemotherapy regimen have to be investigated. Novel molecular pathways are also being investigated in lung cancer, with the mammalian target of rapamycin pathway being highlighted as a possible treatment target. Non-specific cytotoxic agents have been investigated in the form of local treatment by needle administration into lymph nodes or direct administration into the tumor mass with fiber optic bronchoscopy or an endobronchial ultrasound system. Using this methodology, it was reported that there were less side effects than usually observed with intravenous administration. However, it has been observed that an abscess can be formed within the tumor mass after several administrations. Intratumoral chemotherapy has also been used for prostate cancer, glioblastoma, melanoma, breast cancer, neuroblastoma, and hepatocellular carcinoma. Several vectors have been used...
in studies such as these, with different intratumoral therapeutic strategies. Gene therapy is used to insert genetic material into a cell.\textsuperscript{10,26,29,30,61} There are currently two vehicles that are used for efficient gene transportation, ie, viral and non-viral vectors, and each vehicle has its advantages and disadvantages. The viral vectors tend to induce neutralizing antibodies within 3–7 days, and several non-viral vectors have a low DNA uptake ability and have been observed to be toxic to certain normal cells, such as the airway epithelium.\textsuperscript{10,26,29,30,61}

There are some basic principles when we are considering a drug for intratumoral administration, in particular passive transport, which is based on the physicochemical properties of the injected compound, and active transport, which is based on the concept of antigen-antibody connection.\textsuperscript{33} Heating and cooling techniques have also been used to enhance drug diffusion.\textsuperscript{62,63} The time release effect plays a major role in this
Currently very few data regarding gene therapy in combination with microwave ablation. Until now, gene therapy has been investigated in the context of targeting vascular endothelial growth factor, epidermal growth factor, Kras, extracellular matrix factors, immunotherapy, and the tumor microenvironment. There is a vast literature concerning methods that enhance intratumoral gene therapy with the addition of chemotherapy, radiotherapy, thermal ablation, imatinib, sorafenib, rituximab, use of ultrasound system, and dendritic cells when comparing gene therapy alone. In a study by Sheng et al microwave ablation was used for hepatocellular carcinoma with addition of the recombinant adenovirus p53 gene and interleukin-2 intravenously. This was one of the first studies to combine microwave ablation with gene therapy. The efficiency of intratumoral treatment is dependent on local hypoxia, interstitial fluid pressure within the tumor, heterogeneous distribution due to abnormal vessel formation within the tumor, structural abnormalities within the tumor, and the extracellular matrix, which consists of collagen, tumor cells, fibroblasts, and elastin.

Previous studies have demonstrated the efficiency of application of microwave energy with spikes as a local treatment for cancer, particularly lung cancer. This treatment method is safer for the elderly (aged >75 years) and for patients who are not able to undergo chemotherapy. However, this method has a major drawback in that the thermal effect has a short range around the tip of the spike. Therefore, in many cases, more than two spikes 1 cm apart are inserted in the tumor in order to enhance the effect. Computed tomography has been used until now, but novel studies are currently investigating the use of ultrasound for correct insertion of spikes into the tumor lesion. The thermal effect of microwave ablation has been shown to be effective for lesions <3 cm, distant to vessels. Recurrence in these cases is rare. The thermal effect of this therapy (3 minutes at least) has the ability to expand the tissue locally...
by up to 25% and then the contraction takes place. Novel spikes are currently being investigated. One of the limitations of our study is that we did not acquire a magnetic resonance imaging scan for each tumor tissue specimen immediately after administration of therapy or euthanasia. We concluded, based on our previous experiment, that in order to investigate the thermal effect and modification of the extracellular matrix by magnetic resonance imaging, we should euthanize and acquire the tumor tissue specimen immediately after administration. Moreover, local infection was an issue that we were not able to overcome completely since each solution had to be administered several times. Also, we were not able to perform our experiment in a larger animal model which we would consider more appropriate. Pigs weighing 60 kg should probably be used as a lung cancer model since the respiratory system of an adult pig at this weight resembles that of the human respiratory system. We were not able to take blood samples in order to measure systemic side effects due to the small animal size. Further, we were not able to monitor the mice 24 hours a day 7 days a week, so if a mouse died within a weekend or at night, we did not measure the tumor volume, since the specimen was dehydrated, and did not include these tumor or volume measurements in our results.

We conclude that local combination therapies can be used for the treatment of lung cancer treatment to improve local control with less side effects. However, several issues have to be appropriately addressed, such as, the properties of the solution injected into the tumor mass, and the dosage of each agent has to be selected according to tumor volume and density. The volume of gene therapy administered should be increased from 0.5 mL to 1 mL, and other gene therapy models should be used. Again, more experiments are needed in order to identify a local therapeutic model with less drug concentration and higher therapeutic efficiency.
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